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Sept. 12* 

Sept. 1{* 

Sept. 19 

Sept. 21 * 

COMM 4856/6856: Women and Film 

I. 

Course Texts: Collected readings (on sale at U.S. Copies, 3566 Walker Ave.) 

Course Schedule (asterisks [*] indicate days when attendance will be taken): 

Aug. 31 Introduction to the course 

'.e: ... 

Labor: Day-Holiday

No class 

Mythic Roots and Controversial Archetypes: Nature vs. Culture 
Class film: Sunrise (Murnau, 1927) 
Readings: Genesis 

Lerner, "The Patriarchs" and "Symbols" 
Lloyd, "Introduction" and "Reason, Science, and 

the Domination of Matter" 
**Note: The store assembled these pages 

backwards. You must skip forward 
in your book to page viii and go 
backwards. 

Jung, "The Concept of the Collective Unconscious" 
Recommended outside viewing: Fatal Attraction or Basic Instinct 

CktssJecture, dfacussion of film and readings 
If you choose to write a response papers on one of the films and the 

readings, it is due today 

The Fragmented Woman 
Class film: The Three Faces of Eve (Johnson, 1957) 
Reading: Freud, "Woman as Castrated Man" 

Showalter, "Managing Women's Minds" 

Discussion of film and readings 
Response paper due (if you are choosing to write this week) 
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submission if they are illegible. Journals are due anytime before the last day of 
class (the last day of class, Dec. 7, is the LAST day to turn in journals). 

The final will be comprehensive, and will consist of essay questions. 

Attendance will be taken on each lecture/ discussion day (or any film day that is 
noted[*] as a required day). You are allowed two unexcused absences. More than 
two will negatively affect your final grade. Please provide documentation for 
excused absences (e.g., physicians' or attorneys' notes). 

Participation is very important in this class. You are encouraged to participate 
actively to enhance the quality and interest of our discussions. A high 
participaHon grade can change a "C" to a "B," or a "B" to an."A." . 
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No_tes: Since film lengths vary; film classes often run over the official ending 
- time listed in the Schedule of Classes. I'll try to let you know ahead of time if a
particular film will run over our allotted time.

Because we will be centrally concerned with contemporary themes and issues-
which are often controversial-- some of the films and readings in this course
may contain explicit or graphic language and images, Texts for the course are
chosen for their ability to illuminate these issues, not for their sensational value,
but if this is a problem for any student, he or she should see me after the first
class; otherwise, there will be no further mention of the "rating" levels of films
or readings.

Official notice: Plagiarism is a university offense punishable by explusion from
the university. Your papers should be presentations of YOUR ideas. Please feel
free to use as many sources as you like, but remember to CITE them. Use
quotation marks and indicate whose words you are citing.
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